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ABSTRACT 
 

Main Objective: This research targets AP sizing entrenched 

on image structure to raise denoising performance using an 

improved method for classifying image pixels. Background 
problem: Digital images may be blended by noise while the 

addition or communication process, affecting the authentic 

image signal. Image noise can cause problems at several 

stages of image processing equally image distribution. 

Accordingly, image denoising is a significant activity to 

recover the initial clean image signal from the detected 

noise signal. Novelty: The proposed WAV method has been 

refined and improved regarding the classification scheme, 

and the APS, and the classification results can be used as a 

mask on the noise image to fix identical patches. Research 

Method: This study proposes a WAV reprojection 
algorithm, with the PS being set dynamically entrenched on 

the image structure. Image structures are consistently taken 

with an upgraded and enhanced analysis method 

entrenched in the structure tensor matrix. Analysis results 

are also used to develop the analysis of comparable patches 

in images. Finding/Result: Empirical outcomes present that 

the noise cancellation work of the suggested method is 

better than the authentic WAVRA, along with several other 

modifications of the NLMA. Conclusion: In intensity 

profiles, the proposed method mostly has fewer changes to 

the original image values than other methods, thus, this 

method can be continued again to color images, and can 
also be applied to various types of data such as medical 

images. 

 

Keywords: Weighted Average (WAV), Noise Cancellation 

Image, Non-Local Means (NLM), Adaptive Patch 
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1. Introduction 
Several picture-denoising approaches have been proposed in several previous studies, 

but most of the results achieved are only denoising in an average way that can be done in the 

spatial domain such as the "Gaussian Smoothing" model (Hostettler et al., (2019), 

"Anisotropic Filtering (AF) )” (João et al., (2020); Qian et al., (2022), and “minimization of 

Total Variation” (Rudin et al., (1994); or in the frequency domain such as the “Wavelet 

Thresholding” method (Akkar et al. al., (2019); Umoh et al., (2020); Portilla et al., (2003) “ 

Patch-Based Denoising Algorithm” ( PBDA) has devoted more than consideration in the area 

of noise canceling image, where neighboring patches in a particular hunt window joining in 

the noise canceling progress for a particular hint plot in a noise image. This support the best 

approximation for the initial picture signal from its noise signal. 

PBDA is popular in the field of image denoising, and it makes use of in-image 

similarity, in which the image signal is recovered by averaging among identical patches in the 

image. The latest research proposed PBA “Non-Local Means” or “NLM” for noise-canceling 

images. A variant of the “NLMA” (Algorithm) is suggested to develop its work by 

dynamically choosing some internal parameters. Some of these variations have defined 

abrading parameters dynamically based on image structure (Verma, (2018); Ceng, (2017) or 

based on noise levels (Zhu et al., (2014). Several other types are based on “adaptive patch 

size” (APS) selection using image structures (Hu, (2013); Lan, (2013). In addition to APS, 

Charles et al., (2012) suggested a form of an AP to overcome the issues of “halo noise” in the 

edges. Several variations have developed the NLMA by developing the computational 

approach to the connection between patches (Lin et al., (2020); Peter et al., (2012); Wu et al., 

(2014). 

Another important development in patch-based noise canceling methods is the “WAV 

reprojection algorithm” (WAVR) (Salmon et al., (2012) which moves the reprojection 

mechanism from the plot area to the pixel area. The WAVR used improvement of the entire 

patch, in which all pixels in the patch are overburdened to improve denoising work. Whatever 

the image structure, the main parameters of the WAVR remain constant. The focus of this 

research is to develop the work of the WAVR by setting an APS entrenched in the image 

structure. In addition, this study also proposes to develop the WAVR by improving patch 

identity. 

“Edges are better preserved with small patch sizes while smooth regions have better 
denoising performance with large patch sizes” (Zeng et al., (2017). In the WAVR, the PS has 

been tuned to solve the disregarding of the image structure. Thus, an APS WAVR based on 

image structure is proposed in this study. Image pixels are restricted based on an enhanced 

analysis method. In this study, Zeng et al., (2011) classification method is based on the 
eigenvalues of the texture tensor matrix. The approach is obtained by mixing it with a 

disruption index (Zeng et al., (2017) which classifies image pixels into three regions. In 

addition, a pre-processing procedure is taken to the image that has noise to decrease the total 
noise that affects the analysis procedure. Pixels Images are restricted into three classes: 

smooth, edge, and textures/noises. The analysis results will later be taken as a mask on a noise 

image to dynamically determine the PS. In addition, the classification scheme is also used to 

develop the search method for identical patches because two patches are considered identical 
when coming from the same class. The suggested method has developed the authentic WAVR 

in terms of PS-NR and MSS-IM work and has better edges and textures in the images.. 
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 
Digital images are generally troubled by rejected signals (noise) while the recovery 

process. Image noise can impact some issues in image processing further recognition, and 

distribution. Noise become in various styles. Each method is taken to stem different noise 

structures. 

AWGN 

AWGN or “Additive-White-Gaussian-Noise” is mostly general noise treated in image 

processing. Dynamically noise appears in a noise sign and all are joined to the authentic 

image signal with an(i) = b(i) + c(i), where a is a noise image, b is a clean image, and c is 

noise. In AWGN, noise has a constant strength at all densities with the magnitude ensuing a 

Gaussian circulation. 

 

 

 

2.1  Noise Level Estimation 

Some approaches for estimating various noises are commonly restricted and entrenched 
on filters, patches, and statistics. The filter-based approach estimates noise with a pre-dribble 

movement adopting a low pass dribble to censor image structure (Kumari, (2017); May, (2022). 

Then, noise is predicted as the variation between the purified image and noise. Patch-based noise 

prediction describes the image into patches. Then, homogeneous patches are adopted to predict 
the noise level. The key problem in the patch-based approach is how to determine homogeneous 

patches. In addition, some methods are based on the patch and require a high computational load 

because this method estimates noise iteratively. The statistical method analyzes the distribution of 
local variance. The results are stronger because the statistical method used is not sensitive to 

outliers (Ghazal et al., (2011). This study will only be limited to determining the noise range 

(low, or high) so this study uses filter-based noise level prediction is just an easy method that 
does not lack a high computational load. 

2.2 Statistically Based Noise Estimation 

Local variance distribution analysis was taken to predict noise in a statistical-based method 
(Fernandez et al., (2009). Some image is ravaged into several pieces with small size, and from 

each block, the local intensity fluctuation is determined. The fluctuation of all pieces is moderate 

to predicted noise types because the size of the beam taken must be as small as possible. 

Image Denoising 

In the dimensional sphere, spatially neighboring pixels are treated in noise canceling, equally 

Gaussian kernel involution. In the regularity domain, the pict is updated to the regularity sphere 
such as the “Fourier transform” or the “Wavelet transform” (Othman et al., (2020). Filtering is 

carried out in the frequency domain, then the reverse transformation is applied to obtain a denoise 

image. Recently, PBDAs have become very familiar in the noise cancel area, and take dominance 

of the affinity in pict. Thus, calculating is accomplished entrenched on the affinity between image 
patches. Xu et al., (2020) refined the NLMA in another patch-based noise-canceling algorithm, 
that has the best work output in noise canceling is "BM-3D" (Hasan et al., (2018). 

2.3 PBDA  

“Patch-Based Denoising Algorithm” or shorted in PBDA is essential for landscape images to 

have a high level of affinity, meaning that different small pieces have many identical pieces in the 
same picture. The PBDA returns the image signal by fraudulent in this affinity. 
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2.4 NLM Algorithm (NLMA) 
NLMA measures the authentic image signal by seeing the neighboring areas of the currently 

refined pixel. All pixels find all identical patches around the image that test the patches over the 

currently refined pixel. Similar patches are selected in multiple situations entrenched on affinity 

in gray level values, geometric composition across neighborhoods, and the range of the previous 
pixel. Formerly, an intact moderate of all the centered pixels across all identical patches is 

determined. The weight depends on the affinity between patches. That is, pixels whose 

environment is identical in gray level values to the currently refined pixels have more weight than 
another pixel, and nearby pixels have more density than far pixels.  Yang et al., (2013) suggested 

an approach for selecting smoothing parameters dynamically. In here, the smoothing parameter is 

determined entrenched on the limited gray various level of the image pixels. Variation of the 

limited gray level analyzes the format of the image, characterizing between noise and the edges of 
the image. Limited gray level variations are determined by: 

 

This is entrenched on the resulting analysis, limited smoothing parameters are defined to 

pixels on the edges and extensive smoothing parameters are defined to pixels in a smooth field. 

Verma et al., (2018), proposed another method for dynamically selecting smoothing parameters. 
In this method the image area is classified using Gray's relative investigation, which is related to 

the gray system theory (Deng, (1982). Gray's relative investigation is tested when some 

information is lost. It treasures a trove of the relationship between one factor and all other factors 

in a system. Values of the gray relationship between image patches were determined by adopting 
Gray's relative investigation. Formerly, dimensional smoothing parameters were defined to 

different pixels entrenched in the resulting analysis. 

Another method for setting adaptive smoothing parameters is based on discontinuity 
indicators (Zeng et al., (2017). A new gap index is suggested to catch the image format. “The gap 

index is imitative from the eigen values of the tensor structure matrix” (Knutsson, (1989). It is 

captured as the variation between the 2 eigen values for the different pixels. The resulting gap 
index is adopted to identify image pixels. If the discontinuity index is bigger, then the pixel is 

treated to be on the edge. If it is not big and both eigenvalues are also small, the pixel is 

considered to be in the smooth area. A pixel is a noise if the gap index is not big and both eigen 

values are bigger. Therefore, the flexible smoothing parameter is selected for different pixels 
entrenched in the resulting analysis. Liu et al., (2012) suggested increasing NLM by adopting the 

NLM approach for 2nd time. 1st is the variation of noise predicted by adopting a weakly 

structured noise patch estimate. Weakly structured patches are chosen and entrenched on the 
image grade. Then, “Principal Component-Analysis” or “PCA” is tested on the chosen patches to 

access an assessment of the noise level. Then, the Non-Limited mean method is tested to the 

noise image by using dimensional smoothing parameters entrenched on the predicted various 

noise to obtain the elemental prediction. The eventual prediction is then captured by taking the 
Non-Limited approach with less smoothing. 

Dimensional NLM uses Weight Thresholding 

Asif et al., (2016) proposed NLM to use "Weight Thresholding". The essential assessment is 
stemming in the 1st step by creating a threshold pixel weight in the search field. All densities 

raised to the brink value do not change, but the density that is no more than the brink value is set 

to 0, so those pixels are deleted from the density average action. Formerly, in 2nd step, the 
density threshold NLM was taken again but in various smoothing strengths. The brink value is set 
adaptively entrenched on the noise level. 
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2.5 APS NLM 

 APS (Adaptive-patch-size) on image texture 

“Patch sizes” (PS) have been fixed to be established in the authentic NLMA. Adopting the 

PS variable has an important increase in the work of the NLM approach. Edges are better dry 
with not big PS during smooth planes and have got good noise canceling work than with bigger 

PS. Different APS NLM denoise algorithms are suggested to affect the ineffectiveness of 

conventional NLM. Lu et al., (2014) suggested an APS NLMA, which uses a tensor structure to 

classify images into fine areas and textures. The characteristic of the 2 tensor eigen values of the 
texture is measured. If the characteristic of the 2 eigen values is big so the pixel is treated to be in 

a smooth field and a bigger PS is assigned to approximate the authentic value. Furthermore, if the 

characteristic is not big then the pixels are treated to be in the texture field and thus a not-big PS 
is added to approximate the authentic value. Luo et al., (2017) have also developed the NLMA by 

selecting PS dynamically based on image structure, with local image geometry and noise 
deviation to push present metrics, 

 

λ1 and λ2 are the eigen values of the texture tensor adopted to identify the image texture. 
This array metric identified images into 4 areas (c1, c2, c3, and c4) following their correlation to 
the 3  crate values T1, T2 and T3 is ninety, seventy and thirty percent, 

 

c1 produce a textured area with a not big noise divergence value, c2 is an intermediate are 

that has a smaller noise divergence and no more texture, c4 is an empty area, and c3 produces an 

area with a textured and big noise value. So, different PS is added into different areas. The 

biggest PS is defined to the empty field c4, and the other PS is defined to c3 because it has more 
texture. The PS boosts constantly in c1 and c2 because those areas have no more structure. Xia et 

al., (2013) suggested an APS NLM method entrenched on homogeneity area, with the PS and 

search window size set adaptively providing on the limited extent size, this finds a homogeneous 
area in the image alike to the image texture (Saha et al., (2000). The range of homogeneity is 

large within the region and becomes smaller at the edges. Therefore, the local scale is calculated 

for different pixels, and the PS search window size is set appropriately. 

NLM AP Forms 

In addition to APS, Charles et al., (2012) suggested a form of AP to overcome the issues of 

“halo noise” in the edges environment. Various shapes have been used including square, disc, pie, 

wedge, and ribbon. Shape variations are applied to deal with the geometric texture of the image. 
“Fast Fourier Transform” is taken to handle various forms of patches. 

PS and Noise Variant 

Knowledge of the noise variance improves the performance of the NLMA. The PS is also 
damaged by the noise deviation. With a big noise deviation, the use of larger patches has good 

than noise-canceling output (Duval et al., (2011)). So, it is better to use a large PS for noise 

resistance. Furthermore, deciding on a bigger PS avoids result common ground for small 
minutiae, and decreases denoising work in the edges environment. Therefore, the authors suggest 

selecting a dimension smoothing parameter for the comprehensive PS to affect the edge 

smoothing problem. 
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NLM with Enhanced Similarity Computational Methods 

The “Euclidean” area from the geometric image texture is adopted to treasure trove identical 

patches. This approach is entrenched only in noisy images, which may not efficiently bring 

structural affinity, especially with high noise deviation. 

NLM-based K-Means Clustering 

“K-means clustering is mixing with the NLMA to develop similar patch matching” (Peter et 

al., (2012). “The K-Means algorithm allocates image pixels into a total of clusters entrenched on 

their intensity area from the centroid” (Hartigan et al., (1979). “The noisy image is smoothed 
using a Gaussian smoothing filter Gaussian filtering” (Naik et al., (2022) recover the image signal 
by applying a Gaussian kernel convolution to an I0 noise image. 

 

Im generated image is used as a mask for the noised image to develop similar patch identical. 
Finally, the denoized image is obtained as a entire moderate of pixels in the same neighborhood 
Ω in cluster n as follows: 

 

DCT based NLM 

To increase patch affinity, the dimensional area between patches is changed with the area 
“discrete-cosine-transform” or “DCT” coefficients (Yakut, (2021) in the “frequency domain” (Lin 

et al., (2020). Neighboring plots are changed from the dimensional sphere to the “DCT” density 

sphere. Moreover, the “DCT coefficients” are captured in Zig-zag scanning. As a result, the 
weights in the NLM mechanism are recovered by: 

 

2.6 WAVRA  

The WAVRA has important improvements in the patch-based denoising method. The 

WAVRA (Salmon et al., (2012) has developed the method of reprojecting from patch area to 
pixel area. Denoising is carried out in 3 ways: getting identical patches, denoising different 

patches, and reprojecting patches that are denoised to the pixel sphere. 

 
Figure 1. The 3 ways of WAVRA (Salmon et al., (2012) 

In the first step, the chi-square distribution of χ2 together with the “Euclidean” area is 

adopted to analyze the similarities in the patches. 2 patches are treated identically if the 

“Euclidean” area is no more than the χ2(W2). To measure pixel over the clustering ways, the 
intact moderate of each x guessor across all patches that belong to pixel x is measured. 
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The βi weights are entrenched on degrading the deviation in patches. Therefore, the 

WAVRA adds the empty kernel, βi is comparable to the total of adopted to evaluation〖 

Ρ〗_iand ∑_(i=1)^(W^2)▒〖β_i=1〗. The WAVRA takes dominance of the entire patch, that is, 

all pixels in a plot are overburdened, which improves noise cancellation work. The NLMA is 

completely low in the edge environment due to the edge-centered patches having multiple plots 
that are identical. Decentralized patches are taken in the WAVRA to improve noise cancellation 

work in the edge environment. The decentralized patch has a patch that is more similar to the 

patch in the middle, especially around the edges taking dominance of the entire patch, that is, all 
the pixels in the patch are overburdened, which improves denoising performance. The NLMA 

works lowly in the edges environment because edge-centered patches have multiple plots that are 

identical. 

Decentralized patches are added in the WAVRA to improve noise cancellation performance 
around the edges. A decentralized patch has more identical patches than the patch in the middle, 

especially around the frame (edge). The WAVRA grant for more fast application for 2 criteria. 1st 

is to use an empty kernel rather than a “Gaussian Kernel”. With an empty kernel, all entries have 
the same density during Gaussian is fitting more estimate as the density alters from entries to the 

candidate. Empty kernels have dominance also in noise cancellation work, it decreases the issue 

endured by the “Gaussian kernel” in the NLMA when the search window is mostly big. Entries 
are more weighted, and this influence the effect of great entries. The empty kernel strengthens the 

guesser with a small hard brinking coefficient. 2nd reason is associated with the size of the search 

window, the WAVRA has good results with small search window sizes, for example (search 

window = 9). The zone of influence is wider because the patch is decentralized. The zone of 
influence in the middle patch with search window R and PS W is R + W − 1. Nonetheless, the 

decentralized patch has a wider zone of influence, which is R + 2W − 2. 

Image denoising with BM-3D 

BM-3D (Hasan et al., (2018) consists of two screening steps; hard thresholding screening 

(Umoh et al., (2020) which provides basic estimates, and Wiener screening (Robinson et al., 

(1967)) which produces final estimates. The different processes consist of 3 actions: clustering, 
combining filtering, and gathering. Different asset pieces are measured with other pieces in the 

image on clustering action. Euclidean distances are analyzed, and identical pieces are selected if 

their area is no more than a stated brink. 

 
All the matched SxR blocks are deformed to shape a 3D ZS xR array. The 3D transformation 

τ3D tested into the ZSxR 3D array to build a meager image. Strong brink is tested into the 

transformation coefficients, with results in various evaluations for different pixels because the 

evaluation may overhang. Furthermore, the different estimator has accustomed a density that is 
contra comparable to the total of non-0 coefficients. In the gathering action, the density moderate 

of all evaluations is measured to arrive at an essential image measure. In the 2nd processing 

action, “Weiner filtering” is taken into the local stacked YˆSxR estimates resulting from the hard 
brink action, and the deformed match pieces from the noised imagery. Then, the density moderate 

is measured to get the end measure of the image. Although BM-3D has a competent enhancement 

of the patch-based noise cancellation domain, it is more time-consuming because it commits 2 

renewal actions. 

BM-3D uses Adaptive Thresholding 

To develop the thresholding action, “adaptive hard-thresholding (AHD) is carried out as 

stated in the hard thresholding step in the BM-3D Method” (Alkinani et al., (2017). AHD is 
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chosen to entrench the similarity of geometric distances and lighting between patches. More 
thresholding is defined to the patch transformation coefficient if a patch is geometrically unclosed 

from the assets patch. The mixing “Weiner filtering” action is also developed by defining more 

density to identical patches. The density here is used for the 3D array patches. More weight is 
defined to identical patches. PS-NR is adopted as a patch affinity in choosing the weight. 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

The WAVRA is the most capable patch-based noise cancellation algorithm. This is an easy 
and efficient approach to noise canceling in the dimensional sphere. In contrast to the NLMA, all 

pixels in a patch are overburdened in the WAVRA. The tight PS is adopted in the noise-canceling 

action. The affinity between patches is measured using the “Euclidean area” between patches. In 
this study, the PS was determined actively entrenched in the image texture. The image structure is 

classified using a tensor structure matrix. It classifies image pixels into 3 classifications. 

Moreover, the analysis output is adopted to develop the combining of identical patches. Patches 

that are identical to the assets patch devote to the averaging action if their center pixels are of the 
same classification. 

3.1 Enhanced WAVRA 
Prior knowledge of drawing structures supports setting parameters correctly. Frame 

information is better retained with not big PSs, during smooth planes have better noise 

cancellation work with bigger PSs. In the WAVRA, PS is set to be fixed disregarding the image 
texture. This study targets APS adjustment based on image texture to improve the work of noise 

cancellation image and the image pixels need to be restricted first. An improved method is taken 
to identify image pixels. 

3.2 Enhanced Classification Methods 

“Image pixels were first analyzed using the eigen values of the texture tensor matrix” 
(Knutsson, (1989). The texture tensor matrix is described as: 

 

Then, the two eigenvalues are calculated: 

 

 

Where  , and . The 

complete contrast between the 2 eigen values λ1 and λ2 is then determined: 

 

Ensuing the analysis structure is adopted to identify image pixels: 
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This classification is not accurate, because some pixels may have more than 1 group. In 
addition, it fall to identify image pixels at a high noise level where the red color represents frame 

pixels, the blue color represents smooth pixels, and the green color represents texture/noise 

pixels. In the noise σ = 40, it can be seen that the stated mechanism falls to describe the image 
texture. Thus, improving the classification in the above equation is proposed by mixing it with the 

gap index by Zeng, (2017). The gap index classifies image pixels into smooth, frame, and noise. 

If λ(i, j) is not small the pixel is treated to be on the frame. If λ(i, j) is not big and the 2 eigen 

values are also not big, then the pixel is treated to be in a smooth area. A pixel is a noise if λ(i, j) 
is not big but both eigen values are not small. In this study, image pixels are classified into three 

classes based on comparisons made based on the 2 eigen values of the texture tensor matrix. The 

2 eigen values of the different pixels in different classes resulting from the previous Eq are 
compared with the stated brink values. If both eigen values are no more big than the brink then  

the pixel is treated to be in a smooth region. If the maximum eigen value λ1 is greater than the 

brink and the minimum eigen value λ2 is less than the threshold, then the pixel is considered an 
edge. Pixels are in noise if both eigen values are greater than the brink. 

 

Moreover, preprocessing steps are also carried out to improve the classification results. 

Images are denoized 1st is taking the authentic WAVRA. This process has developed the analysis 
results, especially at low noise levels. The textured area can be restricted as the third class when 

the noise level is no more than thirty. Nonetheless, if the noise level is high so the 3rd group will 

produce noise. In addition, the proposed analysis method has orderly the image texture even 
though the noise level is high. Analysis outputs are given in each noise level (σ = 10, 40, 70, and 

100). The smooth area (blue), the edge (red), and the noise area (green). When the noise level is 

low (σ = 10), the green color only shows the texture. Texture and noise are presented in green 

when the noise level is high (σ = 40, 70, and 100). With increasing noise, texture pixels tend to be 
presented as smooth pixels because the texture areas become blurry as a result of the noise 

cancellation process. Nevertheless, the proposed approach has orderly the frame despite the high 

noise level. The developed analysis method has better output. The noise signal can be great from 
the authentic image signal, whereas in the mechanism the areas are restricted as low noise 

textures. 

 
Figure 2 – The basic steps of the improved method in this study 

Enhanced WAV Reprojection Method 

Fig 2 shows the chart of the scheme suggested in this study. After the analysis stage, this 
study continues to use the resulting analysis as a mask for a noisy image. The developed 

mechanism is then collected as follows: In the patching action, patches that are identical to the 

hint patch grant to the mapping process only if their center pixels belong to the same class. That 

subtracts the total of dissimilar patches from the average in-process contribution. Moreover, an 
APS is assigned to each pixel based on that pixel class. The large PS is assigned to the pixels on 
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the smooth area, and the small f is defined to the pixels on the edge. For textures, a smaller PS is 
set. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1  Noise image generation 

An AWGN signal is combined with the authentic image signal to noise image. In this 

experiment, a noise v image is generated from a clear image u adopting the ensuing equalization 
in the “Matlab command v=u+sigmaxrandn (size(u))”.  Peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PS-NR) and 

“Mean Structure Similarity Index” (MSS-IM) are used to compare the denoising work of the 

suggested approach with another actual approach in the noise cancellation area. It is the most 

essential equitable measure of image-denoising algorithm performance. Other subjective 
comparisons were also carried out in this study, in addition to the visual aspect and strength 

portrait of the proposed mechanism compared to another ambitious approach. 

4.2 PS-NR 
PS-NR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) is the proportion between the top capacity of the 

authentic signal and the noise that affects its aspect. PS-NR is detailed through MSE (Mean-

Squared-Error) which is determined as the variation between the authentic image u and the 
depraved image v. 

 

where P and O are the image dimensions. Then, the PS-NR is determined as: 

 

4.3  MSS-IM 
MSS-IM is the contrast in perception between 2 images. It has an convenience more than 

PS-NR in that it deals with similarities between different patches in the image and not just pixel 
by pixel. MSS-IM between 2 patches: 

 

where µx is the average of x, µy is the average of y. The bigger value express a better result 

of noise canceling, which is regular over all MSS-IMs, this adopted a measure of the aspect of 

noise canceling work. 
 

5. RESULT 

5.1 Performance Analysis using PS-NR 

The average PS-NR value of ten images is serve by configure 3 and the PS-NR value is the 

resolution at different noise levels for the different algorithms. The value in bold indicates the 
best PS-NR performance. Fig 3 analyze the regular PS-NR between the suggested mechanism and 

other noise-canceling image texture. The output shows that the suggested mechanism surpasses 

the other approach when the noise level is no more than ninety. The average PS-NR value at all 

noise levels has great results with the suggested mechanism. The PS-NR values of the Window 
images are also served in Table 2, it serves the PS-NR work in ten various noise levels for the 

different algorithms. Fig 4 shows a PS-NR comparison between the suggested approach and other 
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noise cancellation image approach on Window images. The output is show that the suggested 
mechanism has the best PS-NR work when the noise level is over twenty. 

Table 1 – Average PS-NR values 

 
Figure 3 – The average PS-NR value 

 

Table 2 – PS-NR values of Window  
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Figure 4 – PS-NR values from Window images 

5.2 Work Analysis using MSS-IM 
The work of the suggested mechanism is correlated phrases of MSS-IM with different noise 

cancellation structures. The MSS-IM values generated from ten image sets are shown in table 3. 

Figure 5 compares the MSS-IM values of the suggested mechanism and different noise-canceling 
schemes. If the level of noise is no more than seventy so the proposed approach has the best 

MSS-IM work. The AP sphere has the greatest output when the noise level is high. The average 

overall noise levels show that the suggested mechanism has the best output. The MSS-IM work of 
the Window images is also served in Table 4, where the suggested mechanism has the greatest 

MSS-IM output when the noise level is over than twenty. Fig 6 shows a comparison of the MSS-

IM of the suggested method and other denoising methods. 

Table 3 – Average MSS-IM values 
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Figure 5 – MSS-IM average value 

Table 4 – MSS-IM values of Window images 

 

 
Figure 6 – MSS-IM value of the Window image 

5.3 Comparison of Visual Aspect  
It is significant to judge the visual aspect of the denoized image. The visual aspect of the 

suggested mechanism is related to other noise-canceling algorithms. Comparison of visual in the 

Window images when the noise is σ = 10, 30, 50, and 70. The suggested mechanism and the AP 
sphere approach are better noise attenuation of the area of interest when the noise level is ten, 
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whereas the reprojection algorithm WAV and NLMA generate artifacts in the same field of 
interest. At noise σ = 50, and 70, the zoomed part shows that the suggested method better 

preserves the frame of the window cage field and the structure centrals the window, for the 

method has a more fuzzy frame. 

5.4 Identification Adopting Intensity Profiles (IP) 
The IP on the Window image is adopted to measure the work of the proposed algorithm with 

another approach, using 2 varieties of horizontal lines. Larger values indicate a large innovation 

in the authentic picture signal, and small values indicate little change in the authentic picture 
signal. To analyze the work of the suggested mechanism with another approach, the differences 

resulting from the proposed method are plotted with each method. Methods are presented in red, 

while other competitive methods are presented in blue. The suggested method has fewer errors 

than the authentic WAVRA and adaptive patch shape in most cases. 

 
Figure 7. (A) Differences in intensity profiles when the WAVRA and the suggested 

method are applied along the line y = 450. (B) Differences in the intensity profiles when the 

AP from the NLMA and the suggested method are applied along the line y = 450 

 

5.5 Comparison using BM-3D 

BM-3D is considered a state-of-the-art image-denoising algorithm. Alkinani et al., (2017) 

have developed their work with the dimensional strong breaking step. Table 5 related the BM-3D 

PS-NR values, adaptive hard brink BM-3D and the suggested method on “Lena imagery”. The 
outputs are also shown in Fig 8, dimensional hard brink BM-3D has the best PS-NR values at 

noise levels from ten to thirty and noise levels from sixty to eighty, during BM-3D has the best 

PS-NR values at noise levels forty and fifty. The suggested method has the best PS-NR values at 
noise levels over eighty. 

Table 5 – PS-NR work of BM-3D, adaptive BM-3D, and the suggested method on Lena 

imagery 
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Figure 8 – PS-NR work of BM-3D, adaptive BM-3D, and the suggested method on Lena 

imagery 
 

6.  CONCLUSION  

The suggested method surpasses other NLM methods in terms of PS-NR in noise levels over 

twenty. In the MSS-IM, it has the best outcome when the noise level is no more than seventy. The 

visual identification shows that the suggested method better preserves edges and textures in 

images, especially at high noise levels. In the intensity profile, the proposed method mostly has 

fewer changes to the original image values than the other methods. The WAVRA is important 

progress across the patch-based noise-canceling algorithms. In this research, the proposed WAV 

reprojection algorithm method has been refined. The improved methods proposed here include A 

better analysis design entrenched on the eigenvalues of the tensor matrix structure. It analyzes 

image pixels into 3 areas: smoothness, edges, and texture/noise. Textures are given plainly at a 

low noise level, during the noise and textures are granted at a high noise level. Another is, An 

APS defined as a different pixel entrenched in that pixel class. Several trials are given to choose 

the best PS for different classes. And last is, the analysis results are also taken as a mask on the 

noise image to boost the class of identical patches. Only patches whose center pixels are of the 

same class grant to the averaging process. The suggested mechanism has been related to the 

NLMA and its several variations in terms of PS-NR and MSS-IM. The results show that the 

suggested method in this research has been a good choice over another competitive method. 

Future Research 

The method suggested in this study can be further continued to hue images (color picture). 
The analysis can even be upgraded because the brightness and chrominance values will be used 

rather than just grayscale values. Developing the analysis will boost the denoising conduct. The 

method suggested in this study can also be tested on various kinds of data, such as medical 

images. 
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